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Goodbye 2021...
Welcome to our annual report!
After a few turbulent years without annual reports we’re happy
to be back and show and tell you what we have been doing during
2021.
We tried to balance facts with personal stories and infographics,
as you’ve come to expect from us. We take you to our home
offices where we spend most of our times due to COVID-19. To new
colleagues and stories of those who work together with us.
We invite you to look back at 2021 with us. There is a lot more
to say than we could write down in this report. If you have any
questions or would like to know more, please contact us.
Groningen, 2022
Career Services
University of Groningen
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Meet Our Team
At Career Services we believe in practicing what you preach. This

Our core team has changed quite a bit since our last annual

means we always work with a group of University of Groningen

report. For starters, there are now two Vincents! Workshops are

(UG) students who, together, form our Student Team. The team is

developed by our three senior trainers: Berber, Sanne-meike and

diverse: a mix of Dutch and international students from different

Susan. They also coach a group of students to be junior trainers.

faculties. This way of working means we have students with

This is all done under the watchful eye of arguably the most

different skill sets and ties to faculties and their study associations.

structured team member: Swaeske. And last but not least: Priscilla,
who keeps the CS boat afloat and might compete for that ‘most

This Student Team works on projects with the core team but also

structured’ title with Swaeske.

perform CV/LinkedIn and cover letter checks to all University of
Groningen students. They help us set up seminars, analyze data

We’re a small team in a huge university. That means we can’t

and market our services. By doing so they also actively improve

do our work alone. To achieve maximum effect we closely work

their own employability and become brand ambassadors for

together with our faculty career officers. You’ll read more about

Career Services.

their experiences working with us later on in this report.

Vincent
Career Services
Coordinator
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Priscilla
Office Manager

Swaeske
Project Manager

Sanne-meike
Trainer &
Career Counsellor

Berber
Trainer &
Career Counsellor

Susan
Trainer &
Career Counsellor

Vincent
Marketing &
Communications

Student Team

Alexander

Anna

Anouk

Fouad

Isaiah

Leilah

Leonoor

Mariana

Noëlle

Oana

Roelof

Tabitha

Weronika

Celeste

Claudia

Dan

Marissa

Daniek

Merijnen

Femke

Nena
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Behind the Scenes at Career Services
Like most of us we can sum up 2021 with just a few words:

2021 also saw some changes in our team. We now have a new

COVID-19. Working from home. Not fun.

coordinator for Career Services: Vincent de Boer. His personal
anecdotes can be found on the next page. New students joined

It comes as no surprise that COVID-19 has had quite a big impact

the team. Turbulent times (non-COVID-19 related that is) were put

on the way we offered our services. Most of our services were

behind us. We might not have anticipated this ourselves but 2021

found online only, as you’ll read in the personal stories of our

turned out to be quite successful!

trainers. The pandemic also dealt a blow to the number of logins to
our vacancy database.
On the other hand, this new situation made us more creative
and innovative. Services that we thought would never work
online suddenly turned out to be doing perfecly fine. We were
able to open up workshops to more students. Better coffee was
consumed at home and the moments we did get to spend together
were cherished more than before.
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An Introduction: Vincent de Boer
First of all, an introduction is in place as the newest member of

strengthen our collaboration within the UG, with faculty career

Career Services. I started at Career Services in August 2021.

support and study associations, and with career networks outside

Before this I worked at CIT-ESI as educational/ project advisor,

of the UG, so we can further professionalize our efforts to help

and before that I worked for the faculty of Behavioural and Social

students have the best start towards their future careers. This

Sciences. I think I am a bit of an example of how career paths

also means regularly checking for wishes and needs within the

can change, having started as teacher in theatre in my 20s and

UG so we can update and improve our services, workshops and

obtaining a master’s degree in Educational Sciences in 2020 at age

consultations.

45 with a varied career path in between. I always valued how my

Vincent de Boer

personal development, through both education and experiences,

Finally, while hopefully slowly leaving the pandemic behind us,

helped me find new challenges in my professional life. For this

we look forward to meeting students in real life again during our

reason, it is wonderful that Career Services exist at the University

activities, while also maintaining opportunities for students to join

of Groningen to support students in this development in the early

us online.

stages of their professional lives.
The second Vincent at Career Services but the one in charge.
He joined CS in August 2021 and provided some much needed
leadership after a few turbulent years.

When I started in August I joined a team of professionals that
have been supporting and helping students in this development
for many years in an enthusiastic and professional way. I

His greatest achievement for CS is...something you’ll read about
next year. Let’s just say we’re really happy to have Vincent on
board!

also met faculty employability and career officers who are
important partners and instigators in organizing career events
and employability support on a faculty level. Finally, a lot of
study associations are very active in the career field, and I had
the chance to talk to some of them to further align our future
collaboration. Besides continuing to offer our highly appreciated
workshops and consultations, Career Services will aim to
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About Our Services
Due to the pandemic we closed our front desk at the I Shop and

Digital

Other

Bernoulliborg and moved all of our services online. There have
been a few moments when the desks were open for business but
everything else was done behind our computer screens for most

CV, LinkedIn, Cover
Letter checks

Workshops

of the time.

Counselling

Seminars

Closing the desks also meant we didn’t offer our photobooth

Mock Interviews

Vacancy database

services in 2021. Meeting up with recruiters was also cancelled.
Just being able to deliver our core services in a useful way became
our main focus.
An overview of the services we offered in 2021 can be found on
the right.
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Faculty support
General info

Chapter 1

Workshops

A Trainer’s Perspective: Sanne-meike Mook
For many of us, including ourselves, it took some time getting

workshop, so you’re always on time. And when something happens

used to helping students transition to their labor market online.

you can still provide the service from home.

The March 2020 nationwide lockdown forced us to work from
home. We took that spring time to change and digitalize all of our

Regardless, we’d be lying if we said we want to continue exclusively

workshops so we could continue providing in our students needs

online. Interaction in a physical workshop can’t be replicated online.

for employability coaching. We thought and hoped the situation

You need to be in a room to feel the mood and to see if someone

would be temporary. But after two years we’re still offering our

needs more attention. To be able to look each other in the eyes and

workshops online. This has some pros and cons.

to help with assignments. The internet still causes a real barrier
compared to offline services. We’re glad we made the workshops

Sanne-meike Mook

We quickly took the opportunity to raise the group sizes of our

work. We’re even happier to be able to do more physical

workshops now that we weren’t bound to the physical sizes of

workshops from now on. This means we can help our students

rooms. This has resulted in an increase in the amount of students

even better to achieve their dream careers.

in our workshops. At the same time the online situation made
Sanne-meike joined Career Services in 2019, just before we
moved offices to the Oude Kijk in ‘t Jatstraat. She is one of our
three trainers. One of the two whirlwinds of the back office. Always

it difficult to provide personal attention to individual students.
Interactive assignments and changing the content of the
workshops did help in that regard.

enthusiastic. Always busy. Forms a dynamic duo with Susan.
We began to notice that looking at screens had a negative effect
on the interaction during workshops. It cost more energy than
we thought it would. Keeping participants active and motivated,
students who’d rather not turn on their cameras, devices and the
internet crashing: it made us flexible and had us improvize a lot. But
we did it! We can now offer our workshops online and offline which
feels like a great boost to our job! No need to travel for an online
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Workshops
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic we were forced to rethink the way

averaging at 8.2. Both numbers are an increase compared to

we offer our workshops (and other services). This initially led to a

our last annual report. Quotes from participants show our digital

lower amount of workshops. However, we soon were able to move

workshops did what we intended them to do:

our workshops online. This did of course take a bit of getting used
to: talking through webcams, moderating the questions from the

“The workshop ‘Online networking with LinkedIn’ motivated me to

participants, etc. While there are some obvious downsides to the

optimize my LinkedIn profile. Within the workshop the trainer made

online approach, it did mean we were still able to offer students

everyone feel involved, and provided a safe-space for questions”

help on topics such as writing their CV and cover letters, or how to
figure out what they want out of their future careers.

“Leuke workshop! Goede content, goede interactie ondanks dat het
online is en genoeg ruimte voor vragen en eigen ervaringen van

A number of our students are trained as junior trainers. They

deelnemers. Denk dat dit heel belangrijk is om mensen verder te

perform a large part of our regular workshops. Meaning: all of the

helpen”

workshops we offer ourselves to UG students as standard. We
also offer ‘requested’ workshops which are generally booked by

With two years of digital practice under our belts, we’re now

faculties for career days or weeks or by study associations for

evaluating and planning for a post-COVID situation. Chances of at

events they organize.

least a part of our offering staying online are big, especially since

General reception to our workshops and trainers is very good,

it also means we can open up individual workshops for more

with senior trainers scoring a 8.8 overall and junior trainers

students at the same time.
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8.8

8.4

8.2
+++

7.9

+++

Average scores for our senior trainers (left) and junior
trainers (right). The grey medals show the rankings
from our last annual report.

CV &
Cover Letter

8.7

Selfanalysis

8.6

Networking
with LinkedIn

8.4

Assessments

8.7

Presenting &
Pitching

8.6

Average scores for our workshops. Dutch and English workshops are seen as one in this
overview.

CV & Cover Letter

Networking with
LinkedIn

Job Interview
Tips & Tricks

Negotiating

13

12

10

2

76

75

140

118

55

113

77

11

98

69

27

13

Self-analysis

Personal Branding

Working from
home

Assessments

11

14

8

12

65

64

77

61

93

44

47

31

66

37

59

An overview of our regular workshops per topic, the total amount of workshops given and the
number of Dutch and English spoken workshops.
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No Workshops
given

No Sign ups

No Participants

344
2021

103
82

2388
1838

855
1101

2020

71

2274

833

2021
Fac. Arts
Fac. Medical Sciences
Fac. Science & Engineering
Fac. Behavioural & Social Sciences
Fac. Economics & Business
Fac. Law
Campus Fryslân
Fac. Spatial Sciences
Fac. Philosophy
Fac. Theology & Religious Studies
University College

275
207
173
135
113
109
33
22
16
10
6

+83
+126
-29
+43
-38
+48
+27
+2
-4
+8
-8

Other

2

-7

No
Online

4

78

757

Ma

Participants per faculty. The faculties of Medical Sciences, Arts, and Law made the biggest jumps
on the list when compared to 2020.

No
Physical

Ba

532

495

Alumni

2021

74

2

1

3
59

2020

359
Ba

Alumni

414
Ma

Behind the Scenes: Working from Home
A little sneak peek into the home office of Sanne-meike.
While working from home our trainers had to be
creative in preparing workshops. Sanne-meike
learned how to use two laptops at once to be able to
give and moderate workshops
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Why use two screens if you can use three? As you can
see this set up meant Susan could be hyper productive,
even if it resulted in just about no room to use her ‘flying
carpet-mouse’ combination.

Chapter 2

Coaching and Checks

Coaching and Checks
The other half of our main services consists of individual coaching.

Going online obviously made our services less visible. Especially

This category can be split up into CV/cover letter/LinkedIn checks,

when compared to our front desk at the I Shop which is just

career counselling and thirdly mock job interviews. All of these

around the corner of the Academy Building. As a consequence, we

services were offered online.

saw a drop in the number of students that used our services.

Students can book sessions for each of these categories through

Nevertheless, we still were able to help 213 students prepare

You Can Book Me. This means a more structured approach to our

for their careers. This might seem like a small number, but that

work when compared to the more ad hoc ‘walk in’ nature of our

means 213 hours of individual coaching by our students, not taking

front desks. Appointments can be made for 1 hour and students

in account the 28 hours of mock interviews and the time spent

are asked to upload their CV and cover letter so our student team

preparing these sessions. On top of that, our senior trainers had

can prepare the session. For mock interviews we also ask for a

95 individual coaching sessions in 2021.

vacancy to be sent to us.
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No of individual coaching
sessions

95

The amount of individual coaching sessions our senior trainers had
with students.

Unique students
No Cover Letter Checks

213

95

No CV Checks
171

No LinkedIn Checks
79

No Mock Interviews
28

The total amount of documents and profiles checked. Students

During mock interviews our trainers role play as future

often let us check multiple documents, which means this number

employers. They use vacancies sent in by students to prepare for

is higher than the amount of individual students we helped.

these sessions. The mock interviews help students get an idea of
how they perform during a job interview and how to improve their
interview skills.

Requested services
The majority of our services are offered by to all students of the

They work together with teaching staff during this process. For

University of Groningen. Faculties and study associations can also

‘Humanities at work’ students were tasked to work in groups of 3

book us to perform workshops at their events or to offer other

students (60 students total). For Entrepreneurship 120 students

services. These services are similar to what we offer on a regular

were divided in groups of 5. Our trainers did a total of 48 hours of

basis but might differ slightly in content (more tailored to faculty

intakes and assessments during that minor. These minors have

needs) or time (think of shorter workshops or talks). We refer to

been succesfully offered for a few years now.

these requests as our ‘requested’ services.
We also support faculties during Career Days and Career Weeks.
Notable examples are our work within the minor ‘Humanities

More on that topic later in this report.

at work’ at the Faculty of Arts and the Minor Entrepreneurship.
Our trainers perform intakes and assessments of participating
students. This intensive coaching is combined with a course
consisting of variants of our regular workshops. Students work
on their employability skills during their time in this minor. Our
triners test their gained skills and knowledge during assessments.
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No Req.
Worshops

No Participants
Career Minor
Fac. Arts

50

760

No
Physical

No
Online

5

45

No
English

No
Dutch

Self-analysis and Self-evaluation
Networking with LinkedIn
CV & Cover Letter
Job Interview
Negotiation

60

Minor Entrepreneurship
Fac. Arts

120

38

12

General data of requested workshops and participants

Number of students reached in the two minors we

in 2021. This includes workshops at faculty events like

participated in.

Career Days/Weeks

Chapter 3

Vacancies

Vacancies
With ever more companies working from home and countries
closing their borders, the amount of vacancies also plummeted.
Promotion of international vacancies stopped and we saw a dip in
the number of logins to our vacancy database, meaning students
were less inclined to look for jobs and/or internships through our
service in 2021.
We hope to turn this around in 2022 with renewed efforts for a
new database and crossing our fingers for the pandemic to pass.

2018

33.044

2019

37.172

2020

38.717

2021

27.209

Number of new vacancies

2.1111
+87.3%

Top employers

-11.508

28
26
15
The number of logins to the vacancy database declined while we
saw a 87% increase in new vacancies posted when compared to
2020.
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Chapter 4

Partners and Collaborations

A Partner’s Perspective: Campus Fryslân
Within the newest faculty of the University of Groningen,

Last year the faculty organized several training opportunities for

Campus Fryslân, careers and services offered for students

students in the field of self-development and career preparation.

are continuously developing. The faculty focuses on the

There were also two training sessions specifically for Campus

multidisciplinary study of scientific issues related to social and

Fryslân students, one focusing on the recruitment process and

economic themes that are considered relevant for the region.

on How to find your dream job? Those sessions were given by an

Within the bachelor’s and various master’s programs we try to

external trainer who graduated from Campus Fryslân.

actively collaborate with local, regional and
(inter)national organizations. By actively collaborating with

Of course we also made use of the training offer from Central

organizations, students gain knowledge and experience in the

Career Services of the University of Groningen. All the training

professional field. This can be done through guest lectures, site

sessions that are offered in English are communicated via various

visits, internships, co-creation projects or projects commissioned

ways (e.g. via the newsletters) to our students. The impact of the

by organizations outside academia. In this way we offer knowledge

pandemic had in this sense also a positive impact, due to the fact

to (local) organizations on the one hand, and on the other hand

that Career Services offered the training sessions online students

offer a real life experience to students.

didn’t have travel time (or travel costs) to Groningen.

In addition, we try to define employee skills in the learning
outcomes, in order to create future proof employees for all kinds

In the coming year we would like to offer more on-site training

of organizations.

sessions from the central Career Services and combine those
with career related events. Next to that Campus Fryslân will

During the pandemic it was difficult to organize events for Campus

further develop and professionalize the Career services offer

Fryslân students. In the near future we will try to organize

within the faculty.

events for students. In this way they can come in contact with
organizations for side jobs, internships or jobs after graduation.
This can be done in close collaboration with the study association
of Campus Fryslân, Nobis Cura Futuri. We will also involve the
various alumni of the faculty to show to students more career
opportunities.
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Rowan-Niels Spinder
Relationship Officer bij Campus Fryslân

Partners and Collaborations
Career Services is the central UG service available to all students.

to COVID-19 meant more frequent digital meet ups with a focus

This is great because it allows us to focus on more general

on co-creating services and sharing knowledge, led by Vincent

employability skills. However it also means we can’t reach every

(Tillema).

student.
To maximize our reach we closely work together with
employability officers in every faculty. For instance, we support
the LAW Careers Weeks by offering workshops. Furthermore we
participate in multiple networks within and outside of the university.
We do this to share and gain knowledge and to improve the general
employability for students in the region of Groningen. Make it in the
North is an example of such a collaboration. Another example is the
U4/ENLIGHT network of universities. The U4 network of Groningen,
Göttingen, Ghent and Uppsala was expanded with the university
of Tartu from Estonia. The lack of physical annual meetings due

31

Seminars and Events
Student Happiness
in Corona Times

Female Empowerment
Honours College

Creative Leadership
and Networking

Next to our regular services we always organize a number of
seminars and events. These normally take place physically but
obviously had to take place online. This means we had to look into
new topics but also had to temporarily put certain annual events
on hold. Our Make a Difference (working at NGOs) event is a
notable absentee in 2021, for instance. All in all we offered more
events but to fewer students. This made 2021 a perfect testbed for
new event topics.
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16

9

We did manage to set up a few small scale seminars in cooperation with faculties. Female Empowerment (consisting of two

Career Opportunities
at the European Union

Werken in de Media
Mediastages/Fac. Arts

workshops) and Student Happiness in Corona Times were our
main new seminars that were appreciated by our participants.
Our annual Career Opportunities at the European Union (cooperation with EU ambassadors) still managed to attract 100 online
participants. Fewer than usually, but our 2022 edition already
surpassed that number.

100

24

32

Chapter 5

Social Media and Marketing

Social Media and Marketing
In our last annual report we could see the decline of Facebook

analytics were spotty throughout the entire year and so we’ve

setting in. We haven’t been able to bring back positive growth or

decided to stop tracking its statistics. Plans for a more streamlined

activity for that medium and so we’ve moved to Instagram being

redesign are currently underway including attempts at writing

our main means of communication.

more news articles to increase traffic to the website.

Growth on Instagram is steady but the real profit of switching

Similar plans for a redesign of our LinkedIn group to a more open

to the medium is the huge increase in activity. The Stories in

page are also being made. We hope this will enable us to increase

particular gave us a huge reach of over 8500 views. The number

traffic to vacancies in our database and provide more content for

of views on regular posts doubled compared to 2020. This is due

(young) professionals opposed to the more light-hearted content

to us posting more relevant content on a more regular basis. From

on Instagram.

tips and tricks to polls and short Q&A videos. Lately we’ve also
started to work with the general UG social media team more often,

No major marketing events took place in 2021. Again, same old

resulting in our first efforts on TikTok.

story: COVID-19 was the reason. This made 2021 a bit of a slow
year for this part of Career Services but one where we could

Keeping track of the number of visitors of our website was difficult,
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experiment with content creation.

32%
2%

68%
23%
9%

18-24

18-24

22%

52%

25-34

25-34

35%
34%

65%
23%
43%

18-24

18-24
18-24

46%

41%

25-34

25-34

4%

5%

10%

7%

35-44

35-44

35-44

35-44

Our online network covers most of Western Europe and also

Our audience largely consists of female students, with men only

branches out into almost every other continent.

accounting for a third of our followers online. We see similar
numbers for the workshop participants.

20183

2466

192

557

=

215

2019

2581

215

671

=

3467

2019

678

14491

13

10001

2020

2622

229

928

=

3779

2020

811

16173

11

17349

2021

2564

256

1154

3974

2021

1244

32118

45

8689

-55

+27

+226

+195

Annual growth of our social media. The total amount of followers is going up but it

Zooming in on Instagram: we see a huge jump in ‘views’, meaning our posts

is clear we need to find an alternative for Facebook. Instagram took over as our

reached more students than before. Same goes for the other activity.

main means of communication. More to the right.

On the right is the number of views for Stories. Despite posting more stories of
higher quality, views went down.

No1 Event:
Career Opportunities
at the EU

4754

No1 Post:
We’re looking for
new colleagues

757
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Less events to promote meant a lower amount of posts with high
amounts of views. Nonetheless our ‘Career Opportunities at the EU’
event continued to be one of the most popular posts of the year.
Same goes for our call to apply for our Student Team vacancy.

Closing Comments
That was 2021 in a nutshell. We hope 2022 will be largely COVID-

Do you want to know more about the details behind this report?

free and will allow us to go back to business as usual. With some of

Don’t hesitate to contact us! We didn’t want to present thousands

the new tricks we’ve learned from working online of course!

of numbers that would make your head spin (we also didn’t want
you to fall asleep while going through all those numbers!). There is

We’re already planning and moving forward at the time of writing

more to tell, but we feel this is what you should know.

this report. Plans for an overarching communications strategy for
not just the central Career Services but also the faculties are being

Groningen,

worked on, for instance. Our website might also look different in a

Team Career Services.

while. We’re continuously working on our workshops. We’re back
to planning new events. In other words: we’re busy as always!
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